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Abstract: In this article, we present an approach for start intention detection of cyclists based on their
head trajectories. Therefore, we are using a network architecture based on Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) cells, which is able to handle input sequences of different lengths. This is important because,
for example, due to occlusions, cyclists often only become visible to approaching vehicles shortly
before dangerous situations occur. Hence, the dependency of the results on the input sequence length
is investigated. We use a dataset with 206 situations where cyclists were transitioning from waiting to
moving that was recorded from a moving vehicle in inner-city traffic. With an input sequence length of
1.0 s we achieve an F1-score of 96.2 % on average 0.680 s after the Ąrst movement of the bicycle. We
obtain similar results for sequence lengths down to 0.2 s. For shorter sequences, the results regarding
the F1-score and the mean detection time deteriorate considerably.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Vulnerable road users (VRUs) such as pedestrians and cyclists are still exposed to a
considerable danger in todayŠs road traffic. In [Wo18] it is reported that 54 % of the fatalities
in road accidents are pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists. In order to increase their safety,
Driver Assistance Systems or automated driving functions have to be developed. Such
systems require trajectory forecasts of the VRUs, which in turn can beneĄt from an early
and reliable intention detection. The detection time is of particular importance in critical
situations, as it reduces the remaining reaction time for countermeasures such as emergency
braking or evasive maneuver. The intention detection is usually based on the observation of
past movements. In this work we investigate the use of short time horizons as input for the
intention detector in order to be able to detect the intention of cyclists suddenly appearing
in the Ąeld of view of an approaching vehicle. A detector should be able to handle different
time horizons dependent on the situation. This is possible by using LSTM cells.

1.2 Related Work

Intention detection of pedestrians and cyclists has been the subject of numerous publications
in recent years. Keller and Gavrila [KG14] detected the stopping or continuing intention of
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pedestrians at the curbside with the help of image-based dense optical Ćow. They were also
able to predict the path of the pedestrian from a moving vehicle. The intention of pedestrians
is also detected in [Ko13] and [Ko15]. In their work the intention to cross the street, to stop
and to bend in is distinguished. The detection is realized with the help of a Motion Contour
image-based Histograms of Oriented Gradients descriptor (MCHOG) based on Motion
History Images (MHIs) and a Support Vector Machine (SVM). The research was conducted
with stationary cameras under laboratory conditions, at a public intersection as well as
from a moving vehicle. Zernetsch et al. [Ze18] also used MHIs for the detection of start
intentions of cyclists. The detection, however, was performed by means of a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) with a residual architecture. They used a dataset recorded with
a static wide angle stereo camera system mounted at a public intersection and achieved
an F1-score of 100 % on average 0.144 s after the Ąrst movement of the bicycle. In order
to handle scenarios in which no line-of-sight between cyclist and approaching vehicle or
infrastructure-based sensors is available, Bieshaar et al. [Bi18] used smart devices, which
were carried by the respective cyclists, for starting intention detection. Various wearing
positions of the smart devices were analyzed. If the smart devices were carried in the trouser
pocket, an F1-score of 94 % could be achieved with a mean detection time of 0.34 s.

Furthermore, 2D and 3D body poses were used for intention detection of pedestrians. For
example, Quintero et al. [Qu17; Qu18] used Balanced Gaussian Process Dynamical Models
and a Naïve-Bayes classiĄer for intention detection and pose prediction based on 3D joint
positions. They detected starting intentions of pedestrians 0.125 s after gait initiation with
an accuracy of 80 %. However, the used dataset was recorded under laboratory conditions
with high frequency and low noise. Meanwhile, Fang et al. [FVL17] chose a Random Forest
and an SVM to detect the intention of pedestrians from a moving vehicle. As input data
features were used which were derived from 2D poses and describe the torso and legs. These
2D poses were estimated in the images taken by a camera in the vehicle. This approach has
been adopted in [FL18] speciĄcally for the crossing intentions of pedestrians.

1.3 Main Contributions and Outline of this Article

Our main contribution is an LSTM-based detection method for start intentions of cyclists,
which is able to handle input sequences of different lengths. We train the detector once
on samples with a sequence length of 1 s. However, the same detector can be used with
any sequence length afterwards. The detector uses the trajectory of the cyclistŠs head as
input. We use it because the forward leaning of the head is an early indicator of the start
intention of cyclists [Hu17]. For training and evaluation we use a dataset that was recorded
from a vehicle and reĆects the conditions in real road traffic. It contains cyclists captured in
different scenarios and from various perspectives. In particular, we investigate the effects of
different input sequence lengths on the results.
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The used dataset, the necessary preprocessing steps, the network architecture and the
evaluation method are presented in Sec. 2. The results for different input sequence lengths
are presented in Sec. 3 before a summary and an outlook on future work is given in Sec. 4.

2 Method

The following section describes the used dataset and the necessary preprocessing steps.
Subsequently, the architecture of the detector and the evaluation method are explained.

2.1 Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

The used dataset was recorded from a moving vehicle with a stereo camera mounted behind
the windshield in inner-city traffic under different light and weather conditions. Most of the
cyclists were instructed to follow certain routes in public traffic while obeying the traffic
rules. The routes include several roads and intersections. The stereo camera has a resolution
of 1024×544 px, a frame rate of 25 fps and a base length of 21 cm. In each image the cyclists
and their head positions were detected by the CNN described in [Ca17]. The network
estimates the 2D pose in form of certain key points along the body of all persons in the
image. The head positions of the cyclists were derived from those poses and their respective
3D positions were determined with the help of the stereo camera. The 3D positions were
traced over the image sequences using a Kalman tracker while compensating the vehicleŠs
own motion. The cyclists were tracked up to a maximum distance of 25 m from the vehicle.
With this method the head trajectories of the cyclists are extracted. In total, the dataset
contains 206 starting movements of cyclists, of which 20 % are used for testing and 80 %
for training the detector. For hyperparameter optimization using cross-validation (Sec. 3.1),
the training dataset was further divided into four equally sized parts.

The detector classiĄes the cyclistŠs state into the classes waiting and moving. However, we
further introduce an auxiliary class starting similar to [Ze18]. These motion states of the
cyclists were labeled manually with help of the image sequences according to the following
rules: A cyclist is moving while the wheels rotate, otherwise he is either starting or waiting.
The Ąrst movement of the wheels determines the starting time of the cyclist. In the following
we will refer to that moment as labeled starting time. Since we also want to consider early
head movements, which take place before the Ąrst movement of the wheels, the auxiliary
class starting is necessary. Each frame between 0.96 s before the labeled starting time and
the labeled starting time itself is labeled as starting. This time was estimated based on
another dataset [Ze] containing labels for the Ąrst movement leading to the cyclistŠs start.
The mean time and standard deviation between the Ąrst movement of the cyclist and the
labeled starting time equals 0.39 s ± 0.29 s. To cover a 95 % interval, we added twice the
standard deviation and discretized it to the frame rate of the used camera. The classes
starting and moving are merged during training so that the detector is able to consider head
movements prior to the labeled starting time as indicator for the starting intention.
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2.2 Coordinate Transformation

For the intention detection at current time step c we consider n past time steps of the head
trajectory. Depending on the current time step, the cyclist waits, starts and/or moves within
the time segment. As in [Go15], the considered time segment of the trajectory is Ąrst
transformed into the ego coordinate system of the cyclist with the longitudinal axis xlon
pointing into the movement direction of the cyclist and the perpendicular lateral axis xlat .
The movement direction is determined by the trajectory of the respective segment. Instead
of positions we use the velocities vlon and vlat as input for the detector so that the input
data are mostly independent of the input sequence length. They are calculated using the
difference quotient of the trajectory points. For a segment with n time steps n − 1 velocity
vectors I = {[vlon,c−(n−1), vlat,c−(n−1)]

T , ..., [vlon,c, vlat,c]
T } can be calculated, which serve

as input for the detector.

2.3 Network Architecture

The velocities vlon,t and vlat,t at time step t are used as input for a neural network. The
network consists of multiple stacked layers of LSTM cells [HS97], followed by a fully
connected layer (fcn) with softmax activation to generate the probabilities Pm for moving

and Pw for waiting. The number of LSTM layers, the activation function used in the LSTM
cells and the number of units in each LSTM cell (dimensionality of hidden and output states)
are chosen by a hyperparameter optimization (Sec. 3.1). To be able to use the velocities of
several sequential time steps for the classiĄcation, the network is unrolled through time.
This is shown in Fig. 1. Thereby, all LSTM cells and fully connected layers within the gray
boxes share their trainable parameters. We train the network with help of samples of 1.0 s
input sequence length. Accordingly, the trajectories of the training set were cut into samples
of this length. The velocity vectors I serve as input for the unrolled network. For each time
step t in [c − (n − 1), c], the network outputs the probabilities Pm,t and Pw,t based on the
past velocity sequence. We train the network by backpropagation through time [RHW86;
We90] and minimizing the cross entropy error (Eq. 1), where M is the number of training
samples, n the number of time steps per sample and yt,i the target output for sample i at time
step t which is equal to 1 for moving and equal to 0 for waiting. We use adaptive moment
estimation (Adam) [KB15] as optimization algorithm. However, during evaluation, samples
of any length can be fed to the network. In this case, only the output of the network for the
current time step c is of interest.
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Fig. 1: Network architecture, unrolled through time. All LSTM cells and fully connected layers within
the gray boxes share their trainable parameters.

2.4 Evaluation Method

For the evaluation of the detector we use the dataset presented in Sec. 2.1 and the trajectory-
wise evaluation method from [Ze18]: Fig. 2 shows an exemplary output Pm (blue) of
the detector along a trajectory. During phase I, which corresponds to class waiting, the
probability should have a low value, then increase in phase II, and Ąnally in phase III, the
probability for moving should be high. The labeled starting time of the cyclist is drawn as
green line (tI I I ). In order to determine the detected starting time based on Pm, the probability
is compared with a certain threshold s. The time at which Pm exceeds the threshold is the
detected starting time td. During the evaluation, the threshold is varied from 0 to 1. If the
detected starting time occurs in phase II or III, the trajectory is evaluated as true positive.
However, if the detected starting time falls into phase I, it is a false positive. If the threshold
is never exceeded, the trajectory is rated as false negative. There are no true negatives
because there is a starting motion in every considered trajectory. For evaluation we use
the trajectory-wise F1-score and precision at varying thresholds and the mean detection
time δt . The mean detection time is calculated by averaging the time difference between
detected (td) and labeled starting time (tI I I ) over all test trajectories K (Eq. 2). We use the
signed difference because we want to reward detections of the starting intention right before
the Ąrst movement of the wheels. A smaller value indicates a faster detection.

δt =
1

K

K∑
i=1

(
td,i − tI I I,i

)
(2)
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Fig. 2: Exemplary output of the detector for a trajectory with the probability for moving Pm in blue,
labeled starting time (tI I I ) in green and auxiliary class starting in orange. The plotted threshold s

results in the detection time td .

3 Experimental Results

The following section deals with the optimization of the hyperparameters of the detector
and presents the result of the intention detection, especially for different lengths of the input
sequences.

3.1 Hyperparameter Optimization

To optimize the hyperparameters, a parameter sweep was performed by applying a four
fold cross-validation to the training dataset and the conĄguration with the highest sample-
wise F1-score was selected. This F1-score is calculated over all samples in the respective
validation fold and therefore differs from the trajectory-wise F1-score (Sec. 2.4) used for the
evaluation in the following sections. Tab. 1 shows the considered parameters, with the best
network conĄguration highlighted in orange. Each fold was trained for 30,000 steps, with
the highest F1-score reached after 24,960 steps. The network with the best conĄguration
was then retrained on the entire training set for the same number of steps (early stopping)
and is used for the following evaluation.

Tab. 1: The used parameters for the parameter sweep. The best network conĄguration is highlighted in
orange.

Parameter Values

Number of LSTM layers 2 , 1

Number of units in each LSTM cell 100, 50 , 10, 5

Activation function relu , tanh
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3.2 Test Results

The results of the detector for input sequence lengths of 0.12 s (3 time steps), 0.2 s (5 time
steps), 0.6 s (15 time steps), and 1.0 s (25 time steps) are shown in Fig. 3. The trajectory-wise
F1-score, the precision and the mean detection time δt are plotted over the threshold s

varying from 0 to 1. With increasing F1-scores, the mean detection times rise as well. For
input sequence lengths of 1.0 s and 0.6 s the results are similar: For an input length of 1.0 s
a maximum F1-score of 96.2 % is achieved with a mean detection time δt and standard
deviation of 0.680 s ± 0.404 s after the Ąrst motion of the bicycle. An F1-score of about 90 %
is already reached after 0.498 s ± 0.436 s. With 0.6 s input sequence length the maximum
F1-score equals 96.2 % as well and is reached after 0.713 s ± 0.351 s. An F1-score of about
90 % is achieved after 0.636 s ± 0.357 s. For input lengths of 0.2 s and 0.12 s the results
deteriorate. The maximum F1-score for the sequence length of 0.2 s equals 96.2 % after
2.13 s ± 1.15 s. For 0.12 s sequence length an F1-score of only 90.7 % is reached after
2.00 s ± 0.96 s.
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Fig. 3: The results of the detector for input sequence lengths of 0.12 s, 0.2 s, 0.6 s, and 1.0 s. The
F1-score is plotted in blue, the precision in orange and the mean detection time δt in green over the
threshold s.

Fig. 4 shows the maximum trajectory-wise F1-scores for different sequence lengths. They
were determined for input sequence lengths between 0.08 s and 1.0 s with a step size of
0.04 s. It becomes clear that the deterioration with regard to the F1-score occurs for sequence
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lengths of less than 0.2 s. For longer sequences, the F1-score remains approximately at
the same level. Fig. 4 also shows the mean detection time when reaching an F1-score of
approximately 90 %. We visualize the mean detection times for an F1-score of 90 % instead
of the maximum F1-score to be able to compare the mean detection times for each sequence
length. The mean detection time tends to improve with increasing length of the input
sequences. With sequence lengths shorter than 0.2 s, the mean detection times deteriorate
considerably. One possible reason for this, apart from the lower information content of
shorter sequences, could be the input form of the data. The longer the input sequences, the
more the movement direction at the beginning of the sequence differs from the movement
direction, which is determined over the entire sequence and deĄnes the orientation of the
ego coordinate system. Therefore, the input data are not completely independent of the
sequence length, which can adversely affect the performance of the network especially if
the sequence length differs considerably from the training sequence length.
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Fig. 4: Maximum reached F1-score (blue) and mean detection time (green) for an F1-score of
approximately 90 % for input sequence lengths between 0.08 s and 1.0 s with a step size of 0.04 s.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this article, we presented a detector for starting intentions of cyclists using an LSTM
network. The detection is based on the head trajectories and the detector is able to process
input sequences of different lengths. The used dataset was recorded from a moving vehicle
using a stereo camera. The performance of the detector with respect to the trajectory-
wise F1-score and the mean detection time for input sequences of different lengths was
investigated. An F1-score of 96.2 % is achieved with a mean detection time of 0.680 s after
the Ąrst motion of the bicycle for an input length of 1.0 s. For sequences longer than 0.2 s,
the results remain approximately at the same level. For shorter sequence lengths the results
deteriorate rapidly.
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In our future work we will investigate representations for the input data of the network
which are entirely independent of the sequence length. In addition, we will extend the
intention detection to other motion primitives like bending in and consider pedestrians.
Also a combination of the presented network architecture with 3D body poses of cyclists
and pedestrians for intention detection is possible.
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